IDIS RELEASE NOTES FOR
VERSION 5.8
The following IDIS items will be released to production as IDIS Version 5.8 on Friday, August 25,
2000 and will be available to users on Monday morning, August 28, 2000.

ENHANCEMENTS
Released Phase 2 of Receipts enhancements. Effective with this release, grantees who have an
activity with only one source of funding -- that has an available balance to draw -- no longer have to
fund the activity with receipted income using Activity Funding prior to doing a draw.
Three enhancements were made to the IDIS Subgranting module. CDBG state grantees can now
subgrant admin funds to state recipients. Subgrants are now properly processed for grants with a
DH (State Hurricane, HUD Administered-Small City --CDBG) source type. IDIS will no longer
allow a subgrant to be created if there are no remaining funds in the parent grant. This release also
corrects a number of other subgrant errors.

CORRECTIONS
When IDIS reads an EDI file, blank values for Initial Funding Date are now properly processed.
When a state recipient presses F1 for Owner Help on the Activity Funding list screen (C04MO03),
they now see only those activities which the activity owner gave them access.
After adding accomplishments for a new report year on the Setup Activity screen (C04MA04) by
pressing F11, the grantee can enter a long narrative for the year by pressing F14. (Previously IDIS
only allowed one long narrative, regardless of the number of years of accomplishments that were
entered.)
HUD HQ and field office personnel can now blank out the UOG Code field on the parameter
screen for the List of Activities (PR02) report to run the report for a field office or region.
The Grantee data download now contains data for all grantees in the state, not just the requesting
grantee.
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